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NWS Science/Operations Teacher 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 



Summary 
 

Leader for… 
 

Integrating cutting-edge science/technology into local/regional/national operations: 
 

To enhance NWS’s ability to accomplish its vital mission -- 
 

***Life/property protection and enhancing economy*** 
 
 
 

 
 

WHY?  



Summary 
How? 

 
A. Publishing as many papers as possible and demanding that everyone follow your 

way of doing things 
 

A. Developing professional relationships that encourage an embrace for 
learning, respect, and growth 

 
A. Developing one’s own deep expertise through research, science development, 

and teaching, and cultivating / leveraging the whole office’s expertises 
 

A. Both B and C   

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 



Summary 
Leader for… 

 
Integrating cutting-edge science/technology into local/regional/national operations: 

To enhance NWS’s ability to accomplish its vital mission -- 
***Life/property protection and enhancing economy*** 

 
⇒ Cultivating/leveraging individual/team expertise &  

encouraging POSITIVE/HEALTHY operational culture and professional relationships 
 

⇒ Developing and presenting research with entities internal and external to NWS 
(e.g., universities, research labs, social sciences) 

 
⇒ Working collaboratively with management team and staff to understand partner 

needs and how we can best tailor our products to meeting their needs 
 



WFO Topeka -- Local Office Initiatives 
 

 



Local Operations Focus: Servant Leadership 
  

Serving in whatever role I can to help the team 
 

(Picking up shifts, helping El Techs with the putting the office sign up, jumping in to answer questions, 
bringing in donuts during stressful times, …) 

 

 



Local Operations Focus 
Finding The Teaching Moments 

 

 



Leading Local Training 
Weather Event Simulator (WES) 

Displaced Real-Time Training / DRILLS -- Train Like We Fight 
 

 



Leading Local Operations Practice 
Warning Strategies 

 

 



Leading Local Operations Practice 
Warning Strategies 

 

 



Leading Local Operations Service Enhancements: 
MESOANALYSIS -- Science to bridge the watch-warning gap: 

Enhance Impact-Based Decision Support Services (IDSS)!!! 
 

 

Opportunity to provide vital, 
high-resolution information to 
partners/customers between 
outlook/watch and warning 

scales to support decision 
making! 



How do we make this work? 
 

A. Demanding cultural change, 
expecting everyone to adapt to my 
way 

B. Encouraging buy-in to new ideas by 
respecting a diverse variety of 
viewpoints, including others, and 
moving forward with give-and-take / 
compromise 

C. Leveraging expertise across the 
WHOLE OFFICE as a team, and lead by 
example (demonstrate actions/ 
procedures I’d like others to consider 
following) 

D. Both B and C 
 

Leading Local Operations Service Enhancements: 
MESOANALYSIS -- Science to bridge the watch-warning gap: 

Enhance Impact-Based Decision Support Services (IDSS)!!! 
 

 



Orange Shading 
   

Greatest severe-storm potential 
with damaging winds, if storms 

can be sustained through the 
day 

Yellow Shading 
   

Some severe-storm potential, if 
storms can be sustained through 

the day 

Valid 1:00 pm – 4:00 pm TODAY (July 19, 2018); Issued at 1630Z  

Severe Thunderstorm Outlook 

Severe storm 
potential????   

Very uncertain 



Valid 1:00 pm – 4:00 pm TODAY (July 19, 2018); Issued at 1745Z 

Severe Thunderstorm Outlook 

What 
Damaging winds to 60-80 MPH 

likely, potentially widespread 
 

Where 
Most-likely potential in orange 

shaded area 
 

Action 
Move to a sturdy structure before 

storms arrive 



Local-scale, tactical threat assessment 
and messaging to enhance IDSS -- 

 
Leverages cutting-edge science tools, 

conceptual models, observational 
data, NWP datasets -- MESOANALYSIS 

Heterogeneities in threats, 
various levels of certainty, 

impact, timing, etc.  

WFO Miami 
 

 



To Accomplish This: 
Need Strong R2O <-> O2R 

Leadership!!!!! 



Leading Local-Office Research-To-Operations (R2O) 
Also Leverages Operations-To-Research (O2R) 

Include WHOLE OFFICE STAFF for Science/Technology Integration! 
 
 

 



Leading Local-Office Research-To-Operations (R2O) 
Also Leverages Operations-To-Research (O2R) 

Include WHOLE OFFICE STAFF for Science/Technology Integration! 
 
 

 



Leading Local-Office Research-To-Operations (R2O) 
Also Leverages Operations-To-Research (O2R) 

Include WHOLE OFFICE STAFF for Science/Technology Integration! 
 
 

 

Inspire scientific growth and cultivate an atmosphere where 
meteorologists develop expertise & build confidence 



Leading Local-Office Research-To-Operations (R2O) 
Also Leverages Operations-To-Research (O2R) 

Include WHOLE OFFICE STAFF for Science/Technology Integration! 
 
 

 

Inspire scientific growth and 
cultivate an atmosphere where 

meteorologists develop 
expertise & build confidence 



Leading Local-Office Research-To-Operations (R2O) 
Also Leverages Operations-To-Research (O2R) 

Include WHOLE OFFICE STAFF! 
 
 

 



Leading Local-Office Research-To-Operations (R2O) 
Also Leverages Operations-To-Research (O2R) 

Include WHOLE OFFICE STAFF! 
 
 

 

High-Resolution 
Ensemble Forecast 

(HREF) system 



Leading Local-Office Research-To-Operations (R2O) 
Also Leverages Operations-To-Research (O2R) 

Include WHOLE OFFICE STAFF! 
 
 

 
Collaborative 
Event Reviews 

Reference Guides 



Leading Local-Office Research-To-Operations (R2O) 
Also Leverages Operations-To-Research (O2R) 

Include WHOLE OFFICE STAFF! 
 
 

 
SSCRAM 



Leading Local-Office Research-To-Operations (R2O) 
Also Leverages Operations-To-Research (O2R) 

Include WHOLE OFFICE STAFF! 
 
 

 

Understanding how to apply complex 
physical sciences / conceptual models to 

improving operations 



Discussion: 
 

How do we best go about 
encouraging a culture of 
proactive messaging and 

warning, for complex/high-
impact, low-

confidence/isolated flash-
flood events (reasonable 
worst-case scenario / 10-

percent exceedance)? 



Driving, forward-propagating, progressive, downshear- 

propagating, downwind-propagating (include cold-pool 

scooping)! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Trailing/training; backward-propagating, back-building, upshear 

propagating, upwind-propagating (slower moving and more 

sensitive to LLJ; no cold-pool inertia) 

LLJ flow forces preferential 

convective development where 

inflow is most moist/unstable 

(southern part of cold pool, as 

convective processing 

precludes convective 

development on north side) 

LLJ 

 

 

 

LLJ 

 

 

 

LLJ 

 

 

 

-LLJ 

 

 

 

-LLJ 

 

 

 

Cloud-layer 

mean wind 

 

 

 

Cloud-layer 

mean wind 

 

 

 

With backed low-level flow, we get enhanced warm 

advection over trailing isentrope gradient. 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

When we see a convective 

cluster start to follow these 

vectors, we know that the 

convection is becoming cold-

pool-influenced as the cold 

pool’s vertical circulation 

becomes established 

Corfidi Vectors: Convective motion explained by  

ADVECTION & PROPAGATION (from LLJ and cold-pool 

dynamics) 

   

 

 

 

 

 



As described by C. F. 

Chappell and cited by 

Doswell et al. (1996): “the 

heaviest precipitation 

occurs where the rainfall 

rate is the highest for the 

longest time.” 

 

Rainfall Rate: large PW, 

low LCL, deep warm 

cloud (collision-

coalescence), some 

convective instability 

(narrow MUCAPE profile), 

enhanced lowest-100-mb 

mean mixing ratio 







Forward propagating: Fastest 

Backbuilding/trailing: Slowest 

Dissipated -- 

weaker cold-pool 

circulation  

Think of this as a 

little MCS! 

Backbuilding section experiences 

very little motion.  Continuously 

reinforced zone of isentropic 

ascent of warm/moist inflow 

from the south.  Also, major loss of 

cold-pool expansion component 

since cold pool is weak (low DCAPE) 



Repository of Reference Documents: 
SOO Site 

 
 

 



Developing Local Office Partnerships: 
NWS-Academia 

 
 

 

Collage courtesy of  
Bryan Baerg and Audra Hennecke 

(WFO Topeka) 



Developing Local Office Partnerships: 
NWS-Academia 

 
 

 

Bulletin of the 
American Meteorological  

Society: 
 

Cohen et al. (2018) 



Outreach / Enhancing Partnerships: Science Sharing 
 
 

 

Thomas Worthington High School 

Media Interview:  
Severe Weather Awareness 



Leading Regional Research-To-Operations (R2O) 
Also Leverages Operations-To-Research (O2R) 

Central Region Grid Methodology Advisory Team 
 
 

 



Leading Regional Research-To-Operations (R2O) 
Also Leverages Operations-To-Research (O2R) 

Central Region Grid Methodology Advisory Team 
 
 

 



Leadership in National Team Initiatives:  
Science / Technology Integration 

To Enhance Services (IDSS) Promoting Weather-Ready Nation 
 
 

 

MESOANALYSIS BOOTCAMP 
 

These experiments evaluate capabilities to leverage observed meteorological data, science-based conceptual 
models, and cutting-edge numerical weather prediction datasets to enhance precise, targeted impact-based 

decision support services (IDSS) associated with high-impact convective weather events.  
 

These immersive experiences are comprised of job-relevant exercises involving real weather events, instruction 
from subject matter experts, facilitated group discussions, and feedback from participating core partners.  

 
This initiative represents a strong collaboration between the OPG, the Storm Prediction Center, Weather Forecast 

Offices across the NWS, the Office of the Chief Learning Officer,  
and the National Severe Storms Laboratory.   

 
Ultimately, these experiments are expected to identify avenues for the NWS to enhance its services pertaining to 

high-impact convective weather using an understanding of the deep physical sciences.  









Leadership in National Team Initiatives: 
 Mesoanalysis Bootcamp 



Leadership in National Team Initiatives: 
 Mesoanalysis Bootcamp 



Leadership in 
National 

Team 
Initiatives: 

 
Mesoanalysis 

Bootcamp 

http://drive.google.com/file/d/16fQtE7DbDbw-9YIzH0QWxXiy9jc5FnKr/view


Leadership in 
National 

Team 
Initiatives: 

 
Mesoanalysis 

Bootcamp 

http://drive.google.com/file/d/161elVELAMbFCgxczWAqPpqNEL1kouOlK/view


Vital component: Feedback from partners, 
including Emergency Managers -- bringing 
people together 



Development of National Training 
 
 

 



NWS Representation at Conferences 



Leadership in National Team Initiatives: 
SOO Development Course 

Pictures 
courtesy of 

Kevin 
Scharfenberg 

(Forecast Decision 
Training Division) 
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